Let PR be a projective module with trace ideal T. An Ä-module XR is T-accessible if XT = X. If PR is finitely generated projective and c is the -R-endomorphism ring of PR, such that CPR, then for XR, Horn (PR, XB)C is artinian (noetherian) if and only if XR satisfies the minimum (maximum) condition on T-accessible submodules. Further, if XR is T-accessible then Horn (PR, XR)C is finitely generated if and only if XE is finitely generated.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate cHom (cPr, X~r), where PR is a finitely generated projective F-module and C = End (PR), the F-endomorphism ring of P, with respect to the properties of chain conditions and finite generation. Throughout this paper R is a ring with identity and all modules over R are unitary. The convention of writing module-homomorphisms on the side opposite the scalars is adopted here.
Preliminaries.
Let PR be a finitely generated projective F-module with C = End (PR) such that CPR. The dual module of PR is (with respect to RR), RPc = Horn (cPr, rRr)-It is well known, see [1] , that the map PR \ PR* = Horn (RP*, RR) given by p ->• p, where fp = fp, for f e P* is an ^-isomorphism. Lemma 1.1. For PR finitely generated projective, C = End (PR), the map End (PR) -*■ End (RP*) given by c ->• c, where fic = fc is a ring isomorphism.
Proof.
The above map is nothing more than the composite of the following maps Hom(l, dP)
Horn (PR, Pb) -► Horn (PR, P*R*) t Horn (HP*, RP*) where / is the natural equivalence of functors in [2, Chapter II, Exercise 4].
Since dP is an isomorphism the lemma follows. Let PR be a projective F-module and /the trace ideal of P. It is well known, e.g., see [3] , that T is an idempotent two-sided ideal of R and PT = P.
Some results on the trace ideal of a projective module are listed in the proposition below. (ii) For XR, XT = X if and only ifXR is an epimorphic image of a direct sum (coproduct) of copies of PR.
The proof of this proposition is an easy consequence of the definition and is left to the reader. 
Corollary
2. If XR is T-accessible then XR is finitely generated if and only if X'c is finitely generated.
Proof.
A well-known characterization of finitely generated modules is the following: A module XR is finitely generated if and only if every totally ordered subset, by inclusion, of proper submodules of XR has a proper submodule of XR for its union (least upper bound). By the theorem since XR is /-accessible X'c is finitely generated if and only if the union of a totally ordered set of proper /-accessible submodules of XR is a proper submodule of XR, hence if XR is finitely generated so is X'c-Conversely, suppose X'c is finitely generated and {Y^j, I some index set, is a totally ordered subset of proper submodules of XR. If 1J/ Yt = X, then U/ TYf = TX = X, hence it is sufficient to show that (Jj TT, ^ X. If U/ TYt = X then let (7tf)' = Mt s X'c. Since PR is finitely generated it follows that X'c = Horn (PR, \JTYA = IJz M{, a contradiction to the finite generation of X'c since Mt ^ X', for if = X', M{P = TYt = X and the corollary follows. Proof.
Since PR is projective 0 ->■ U'c -* V'c -* W'c -»-0 is exact and the corollary follows from an analogous result for modules and Corollary 1.
It is well known, e.g., [4] , that the functors Horn (cPr, Xr) and X ®rPc are naturally equivalent as functors of XR, hence all previous results can be stated replacing X'c with X ®RP*.
In view of Lemma 1.1, RPc -Horn (cPr> rRr)> an endomorphism of RP* is given by a unique c e C, namely if d e End (RP*), there is a unique ce C such that fd = fc for every / e P*. With this identification the following is valid. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof.
It is sufficient to show T is P-faithful. Since PR is a direct summand of a free F-module, if xT = 0 for some 0 ^ x e P, rT = 0 for some 0 r e R, a contradiction, so Tis P-faithful.
